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● Event Name: World Entrepreneurs’ Day ( 21st August )

Date: 22/08/2022

Details: UBA celebrated World Entrepreneurship Day on 22nd August on our campus along with

IEEE in Sairam Institute of Technology. Mr Chandrasekar, Self Reliant Bharath, Mr.Jeyakumar

Venkataraman, LUB-TN & National EC Members and Dr.Krishna Manoharan, Naturaa Agrorganica

Global presented the importance of Entrepreneurship among the students.



● Event Name: Village Household Survey/ Nallur Village

Date: 23 /09/2022 and 24/09/2022

Details: The volunteers of UBA started taking a Village survey at the newly adopted village of Nallur,

Sriperumputhur. 50 students and 9 staff members supported them to complete the survey successfully.

A stand up comedy platform

First year induction program for UBA enrolled students



● Event Name: UBA Day’22 - Agni

Date: 18 /11/2022

Details: The UBA of Sairam Institutions have conducted UBA Day '22-Agni. Dr.Deepamala

Krishnamoorthy, Founder and Chairperson, Research and Action Centre for Local Democracy

motivated the students in accelerating growth for India's identity.



Dont Raise Your Voice,Improve Your Argument

A program for UBA students talent enhancing way

Fun Filled Events for School Student

A Program for School students



Govt of Tamil Nadu's Flagship scheme to revive the old tradition of Tamil culture of using Manjapai
(Yellow cloth bags), on occasion of UBA day 2022

On UBA Day Manjapai was released and distributed to the village people. Dr.Deepamala
Krishnamoorthy, Founder and Chairperson, Research and Action Centre for Local Democracy motivated
the students in accelerating growth for India's identity.

Inauguration Function of Eco Friendly Recycling Service Station

On collecting the toughts of Dr.APJ Abdul Kalam, we organized Eco Friendly Recycling Service

Station inaguration



Nirmani

UBA initiative on conducting competition amoung the students presentation



Plant a Palm & Strengthen The Embankment

We the *Unnat Bharat Abhiyan* has taken an initiative to plant Palm seeds which has various

medicinal value for generations ahead.

UBA I st Year Orientation Program 1

UBA ORIENTATION PROGRAM FOR I YEAR- December 8, 2022 10:00 AM India



Village our Lifeline

We the *UBA of Sairam Institutions* proudly present you a Mega event titled *NAMMA COLLEGE

NAMMA VILLAGE* where we welcome all our FIRST YEAR *youth-force* to share your views on

the title and to create a transformation for all of our adopted villages.

Mass Blood Donation Camp I 362 units

Blood donation refers to a practice where people donate their blood to people so it helps them with

their health problems. Blood is one of the most essential fluids of our body that helps in the smooth

functioning of our body. If the body loses blood in excessive amounts, people to get deadly diseases

and even die. Blood donation is an act of saving someone's life through selfless service by a donor.



Healthy individuals between the age of 16 and 60 can donate blood in the blood camps. A maximum

quantity of 350 millilitres of blood is allowed to be donated by a donor at a time. Blood is essential to

help patients survive surgeries, cancer treatment, chronic illnesses, and traumatic injuries. This

lifesaving care starts with one person making a generous donation. The need for blood is constant. But

only about 3% of age-eligible people donate blood yearly

UNESCO world heritage volunteers

10 days world heritage program at ahamedabad



75TH Independence Day

On August 15, 2021, India celebrated its 75th Independence Day full enthusiasm. The national flag

was hoisted by our Principal Dr.K.Palanikumar at college premiuses and addressed to the students.

Freedom is something you have to fight for. We have fought hard to earn it, so let's celebrate our

freedom. Never let go of it and always carry it in your heart. Happy Independence Day! Let your

spirits fly high with the Indian flag today. 'Nation First, Always First' Happy Independence Day!

Pink Eye

Our Chief Speaker Dr.M. Latharani & Dr. V. Indumathy Professor in Sri Sairam Siddha Medical

Collage. People often call conjunctivitis “pink eye” because it can cause the white of the eye to take

on a pink or red color. Symptoms of pink eye can vary but typically include redness or swelling of the

white of the eye. Causes. Most of the time, pink eye is caused by an infection — a virus or bacteria.

Viral pink eye is the most common type. Pink eye that's caused by an infection can spread very easily,

so avoid passing it to others by washing your hands often and not sharing items like pillowcases,

towels, or makeup. Treating conjunctivitis has three main goals: Increase patient comfort. Reduce or

lessen the course of the infection or inflammation. Prevent the spread of the infection in contagious

forms of conjunctivitis. The appropriate treatment for conjunctivitis depends on its cause.



Tree Plantation II

Tree plantation is vital to increase the green cover. Trees provide us with fruits and vegetables that are

required by all living beings. Tree plantation is vital to ensure that birds and many animals such as

koala bears, sloth, and tree frogs, etc. that live on trees have a home. Aware your friends, family to

plant more and more TREES. Save TREES planted in your neighborhood. If you own a website or

blog then you can post regarding Climate Change, Global Warming and motivate your friend circle to

plant TREEs.



Disaster management

Disaster management is a process of effectively preparing for and responding to disasters. It involves

strategically organizing resources to lessen the harm that disasters cause. It also involves a systematic

approach to managing the responsibilities of disaster prevention, preparedness, response, and recovery.

The ethical principles applied during disasters: (i) Humanitarian assistance; (ii) Information and

participation during disasters; (iii) Compulsory evacuation of populations; (iv) Respect of dignity; (v)

Respect of persons; (vi) Emergency assistance for the most vulnerable persons; (vii) The importance

of rescue. Raising awareness about potential hazards and how to address them. Educating the public

about how to properly prepare for different types of disaster. Installing and strengthening prediction

and warning systems. In a disaster, you face the danger of death or physical injury. You may also lose

your home, possessions, and community. Such stressors place you at risk for emotional and physical

health problems. Stress reactions after a disaster look very much like the common reactions seen after

any type of trauma



Bone Calcium Check-up Program

NCC & NSS Training Camp

Government of India, the then Ministry of Human Resource Development conducted the first

Republic Day Camp of NSS Volunteers in 1988 at New Delhi. Now the NSS is being run by the

Ministry of Youth Affairs & Sports. Right from the beginning, these Republic Day Parade Camps have

been proved a boon for the personality development of NSS Volunteers of the country. The volunteers

are imparted training in leadership development and (March-Past) parade apart from organising

various socio-cultural programmes. As the participants from all states & UTs participate in this camp,

the NSS R.D.Camp replicates a MINI INDIA to the nation’s capital from 1st-31st January every year.

It provides ample opportunities to the NSS volunteers not only to interact among themselves but also



to learn and know the tradition, custom, culture, language of one state to another. These volunteers,

after a month long stay together in the camp, become capable to present themselves in the more better

way and constitute a bond of patriotism, national integration, brotherhood, communal harmony which

is the ultimate goal of the camp.

Educational expo "What Next"





● Event Name: World Environment Day



Date: 05 /06/2023

Details: The UBA coordinator Mr.D.Muralidharan delivered the lecture on the importance of

protecting the environment to NCC, UBA and NSS volunteers. He began his lecture with the basic

definition of the environment and moved on to the metrics of how many tons of waste are produced by

cities in India. He presented an example of the albatross bird and how the species are affected by the

plastics disposed into the ocean. The cadets learnt about the systems enforced in places like Peru,

Tunisia and Canada to protect and foster the growth and protection of the environment. We discussed

countries like Finland and Singapore and talked about their sensible use of public transport to reduce

carbon footprint through vehicular emissions. He quoted, “If we take care of the environment, it takes

care of us” which struck a chord with the listeners.

● Event Name: Meeting with the Secretary - Pazhanthandalam Village

Date: 17 /11/2022

Details: The Scope team of UBA along with PRO sir visited and met the Secretary of

Pazhanthandalam Village to discuss the Village survey and their issues.



Event Name: MOU

Date: 29/06/2022

Details: Our Institutions (SEC and SIT) have made MOU with SIRD (State Institute of Rural

Development, Maraimalainagar). Mr Samuel Inbadurai, Director, State Institute of Rural Development

and Panchayat Raj, Tamil Nadu felicitated the function.



● Event Name: World Environment Day (05/06/2022)

Date: 06/06/2022

Details: Mr.Senthil Pari, President, EXNORA and Mr.Seetharaman and Mr.Umapathi EXNORA

had come to the campus and explained the importance of the protection of the environment.

Mr.Pari said that this world is not for humans only, it is for all livelihood. He insisted on always

thinking big. Mr Umapathi explained about leucoderma or vitiligo.

● Event Name: World Environment Day (05/06/2022)



Date: 05/06/2022

Details: Our Institution has been awarded as District Green Champion for Kancheepuram District,

Tamil Nadu for the academic year 2021 - 22. This award is for implementing Swachhta Action Plan,

Hygiene, Sanitation and Waste Management on the campus. This award was recommended to the

District Collector by MGNCRE (Mahatma Gandhi National Council for Rural Education, Hyderabad).

The District Collector, Kanchipuram has issued the certificate for the above. Our CEO Sir received the

certificate from the Collector. The Principal of our institution accompanied him.



















Department of Computer Science and Engineering organized National Level



Department of Computer Science and Engineering Organized Guest Lecture

Department of Computer Science and Engineering Organized in association with Computer Society of India

Department of ECE in association with ISTE conducted a One day Workshop “PCB Design and Fabrication” on
08.06.2023



Department of ECE in association with The Institution Engineers (India) conducted a Seminar on 5G Pushing the
Limits

Seminar on Recent technical advancement in Telecommunication Networks



Department of ECE conducted a National Conference on ADVANCED RESEARCH AND INNOVATIONS IN
INFORMATION

Skillrack orientation for I year students held on 02.03.2023

Boot Camp Series XII on Internet of Things



Department of ECE conducted One Day Workshop on Applications of Robotics on 31.1.2023

Department of ECE in association with Institute Innovation Council celebrates Three days World Entrepreneurs Day



Department of ECE in association with IEI student chapter conducted an Alumni Talk on Endurance with wanted
Niche skills

Department of ECE conducted a Guest Lecture on Machine Learning in Image Processing on 14.11.2022



Organized an 11th International Conference on “Emerging Research in Business, Technology,
Entrepreneurship, and Economy for Sustainable Development” from 16.12.2022 to 17.12.2022.

Workshop on Designing A College Website using Angular Framework”



Tech fest-COCO-ENZ'22



2021-2022

National Youth Day

To enlighten the volunteers to work without time bound * To organise a mega Blood Donation Camp
with NGOs * To undertake take cleaning works in the adopted villages ,* To organise regular NSS camp
with awareness sessions, activities, medical camp and competitions *To participate in government
organised UBA ventures, rallies and be part of Republic. Flag and Independent day celebrations

Cancer Awareness Program for girls on



cancer day 4.2.2022

Pregnancy Awareness Program
Some of the village women do not have proper awareness of pregnancy. In this regard, Our UBA
members created awareness to pregnancy ladies how they behave every months and what types of
food should be taken.



UBA Website launch

Our UBA team planned to develop a website to give the details about the village which we adopted,
the programme organized by our team, what problems the village people have been facing. So, our
volunteers developed the website for Sairam Institutions. The Principal of SEC and SIT participated and
motivated the students who put more effort to bring out this.



UBA Project Approved by IIT Delhi

The objective of UBA is to develop the rural people by using our technical skills. Dr Prabha, Associate
Professor from Electronics and Communication Engineering and her team have developed the project
titled as Solar Powered Smart Irrigation System. This project.has been selected by Subject Expert
Groups of Unnat Bharath Abhiyan, IIT – Delhi and they have sanctioned the amount of Rs.1,00,000 to
bring out the projects successfully.



Coved Prevention Free Tablet distributed



YOGA DAY WORKSHOP

CLEAN INDIA CAMPAIGN
Cadets participated in the clean India Campaign actively.



BLOOD DONATION CAMP
Cadets participated in Blood Donation Camp.
2O UNITS DONATED TO HOSPITAL

ARMY DAY CELEBRATION

73RD REPUBLIC DAY



8th INTERNATIONAL YOGA DAY
Cadets participated in international Yoga day event where they were taught and made to ractice the
basics of yoga and meditation.

ONLINE WORKSHOP - WORLD NO TOBACCO DAY



Workshop Rule Tomorrow
Awareness Program by Smt Vasanthakumari KamalaKannan being a women how to achieve personal
and Professional life

Tamil Pattimandram Event



Verukku Neer 2.0.A day to thank our pillars
To nurture and cultivate students interest in robotics with proper Hands on session. To Mentor
students to experience challenges and rewards in building and analysing robotic mechanisms. To
Facilitate students with an authentic design-build-test experience that simulates real-world
engineering. Hosting inter and intra college robotics competitions as well as preparing teams to
compete at various robotic competitions

Webinar by Photography club
Providing offers to be official photographers in college functions Organizing a photography exhibition
every year in the college Instituting the best photographer award of the year To deliver new artistic
programme in photography and lens based media



SKILL DEVELOPMENT CLUB
To organise atleast two Hands-On-Training Programmes per year for students for all disciplines and to
shine light on Industrial 4.0. To organize atleast one Inter and Intra departmental competitions per
year to provide an opportunity to showcase Students Skills and exchange knowledge To provide
opportunity for atleast 10 Students in each department to Coordinate and Organise various events
which will in turn develop their organisational skills and Leadership Skills.


